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MY SCORE

2

MY SCORE

DAY 91 DAY 92

 1. Write the missing letters.   w   or   wh

  We waited ile he went to the 
shop.

 2. Write the correct word in the shape.

 door pour poor

 3. Circle the word that does not rhyme.

 turn burn hurt

 4. Circle the correct contraction.

 I have = Iv’e I’ve

 5. Circle the opposite of here.

 where there come

 6. Change the y to i and add es to make 
�y say more than one.

  

 7. Write of or off.

  One  the eggs in the carton 
had broken.

 8. Put a comma in the correct place.

  Mel Jane and Kym are friends.

 9. Write the correct pronoun. He She

  Noah is my brother.  is six.

 10. Circle the pronoun.

  Where has Ben put it?

 1. Circle the correctly spelt word. 

 beegan began bigan

 2. Write the jumbled word correctly.

  Your ribs are part of your chtes.

  

 3. Circle the two words that rhyme.

 street stream beat

 4. Circle the correct contraction.

 is not = isn’t is’nt

 5. Circle the word that means the same 
as chop.

 cut roll chew

 6. Change the y to i and add es to make 
bunny plural.

  

 7. Write got or have.

  We  a new washing 
machine.

 8. Put a comma in the correct place.

  I like ducks geese and swans.

 9. Write the correct pronoun. I Me

  My name is Sarah.  am a girl.

 10. Circle the pronoun.

  Is the kitten really ours?
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MY SCORE MY SCORE
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DAY 93 DAY 94

 1. Write the jumbled word correctly.

  That baby has such a ctue smile.

  

 2. Circle the correctly spelt word.

 January Janury Januarry

 3. Circle the word where the o says u 
like Monday.

 over shop mother

 4. Write the correct contraction.

 he is = he’s h’es

  

 5. Circle the opposite of black.

 brown white gold

 6. Write the plural of baby.

  

 7. Write of or off.

  Get your feet  the couch!

 8. Add two commas.

  The four seasons are spring summer 
autumn and winter.

 9. Write the pronoun yourself or myself.

  I wanted to do it by 

.

 10. Circle the pronoun.

  Tara can read the book by herself.

 1. Write the missing letters.   wh   or   w

  The �re was nice and arm.

 2. Correct the spelling mistake.

  We �ew the cite at the park.

  

 3. Circle the word that has a t sound at 
the end.

 started helped wanted

 4. Write the correct contraction.

 will not = wo’nt won’t

  

 5. Circle the word that means the same 
as �x.

 mend rip drop

 6. Write the plural of lady.

  

 7. Write got or have.

  The lady  out of the taxi.

 8. Add two commas.

  My shirt is coloured green red black 
and blue.

 9. Write the pronoun Who or What.

   is Mum cooking?

 10. Circle the pronoun.

  Mark helped himself to a drink.
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MY SCORE
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MY SCORE

DAY 95 DAY 96

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.

  We had 15 minutes more to wate.

  

 2. Write the missing letters.   ch   or   tch

  Our pet rabbit lives in a hu .

 3. Circle the word that does not rhyme.

 little middle riddle

 4. Show the syllable break.

b  a  b  y
 5. Write pour or poor.

  The  little girl had a 
prickle in her foot.

 6. Write the plural of cherry.

  

 7. Which word does not belong in the 
group: lion, tiger, bear and zoo?

  

 8. Add two capital letters.

  our family is going to japan soon.

 9. Write the pronoun themselves or 
ourselves.

  The class got 

 into 
trouble as they were noisy.

 10. Circle the pronoun.

  Petra said she would be late.

 1. Circle the correctly spelt word.

 befor bifore before

 2. Write the missing letters.   ch   or   tch

  Whi  sock is yours?

 3. Circle the two rhyming words.

 cover mother brother

 4. Show the syllable break.

f o r g e t
 5. Write week or weak.

  There are seven days in one 

.

 6. Write the plural of berry.

  

 7. Which word does not belong in the 
group: apple, milk, pear and plum?

  

 8. Add two capital letters.

  is your birthday in october?

 9. Write the pronoun us or them.

  Don’t worry about , we’ll 
�nd out how to get there.

 10. Circle the pronoun.

  A friend of mine is coming over 
today.
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MY SCORE MY SCORE

5

DAY 97 DAY 98

 1. Write the jumbled word correctly.

  Do you know what mite it starts?

  

 2. Circle the correctly spelt word.

 because becos beecos

 3. Count the vowels.

  January 

 4. Write the plural of kiss.

  

 5. Show the syllable break.

a l o n g
 6. Write pour or poor.

  Be careful when you  
the milk into the glass.

 7. Circle the correct contraction.

 she is = she’s sh’es

 8. Add two capital letters.

  mr johnson is our head teacher.

 9. Write the two nouns.

  The gold�sh swam around in the 
tank.

  

 10. Circle the adjective.

  Mum poured hot gravy into a jug.

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.

  Do you know were he lives?

  

 2. Write the missing letters.   ch   or   tch

  It is su  a cold day today.

 3. Count the consonants.

  broomstick 

 4. Write the plural of church.

  

 5. Show the syllable break.

p a p e r
 6. Write week or weak.

  The young boy was too  
to lift the heavy box.

 7. Circle the correct contraction.

 you are = you’re your’e

 8. Add two capital letters.

  have you been to japan?

 9. Write the two nouns.

  Please put the plate on the table.

  

 10. Circle the adjective.

  My hair got caught in a sticky web.
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MY SCORE

DAY 99 DAY 100

 1. Write the correct word in the shape.

 drum drip grip

 2. Circle the correctly spelt word.

 fase face fays

 3. Circle the word where two consonants 
make one sound.

 pocket bend clap

 4. Write the plural of fax.

  

 5. Circle the word that does not belong 
in the group: 

 pen biro pencil book

 6. Circle the word that means the same 
as stop.

 go �nish move

 7. Circle the correct contraction.

 we are = we’re wer’e

 8. Add two capital letters.

  the month of november has 30 days.

 9. Circle the two nouns.

  My cat is licking its paws.

 10. Circle the adjective.

  Everyone in our family has black 
hair.

 1. Write the missing letters.   ch   or   tch

  Dad used a ma  to light the 
�re.

 2. Correct the spelling mistake.

  Many people have a feer of spiders.

  

 3. Circle the word where two consonants 
make one sound.

 winter shout drum

 4. Write the plural of paintbrush.

  

 5. Which word does not belong in the 
group: water, milk, bread and juice?

  

 6. Circle the opposite of buy.

 sell cost money

 7. Circle the correct contraction.

 they are = the’yre they’re

 8. Add two capital letters.

  We live on baker street.

 9. Circle the two nouns.

  Pass me the pepper and salt.

 10. Circle the adjective.

  A giraffe has a long neck.
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MY SCORE

R
EV

ISIO
N

REVISION DAYS 91–100

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.

  Be quiet becos the baby is asleep.

  

 2. Write the missing letters.  w  or  wh

  Do you know ere he is?

 3. Circle the word where the o says u 
like mother.

 Monday log open

 4. Count the consonants.

  pocket 

 5. Write the plural of kiss.

  

 6. Show the syllable break.

f o r g e t
 7. Write week or weak.

  School holidays start next 

.

 8. Add two capital letters.

  My name is brady jones.

 9. Write the two nouns.

  The rain splashed against the 
window.

  

 10. Circle the adjective.

  Mum poured hot gravy into a jug.

 11. Write the jumbled word correctly.

  nuarJay is the �rst month of the 
year.

  

 12. Write the correct contraction.

 will not = wo’nt won’t

  

 13. Circle the word that means the same 
as mend.

 rip �x drop

 14. Write of or off.

  Two  the pot plants had fallen 
over.

 15. Put a comma in the correct place.

  Cam Finn and Owen are brothers.

 16. Which word does not belong in the 
group: juice, milk, eggs and water?

  

 17. Circle the opposite of hard.

 work easy rock

 18. Circle the word that does not rhyme.

 hurt burn turn

 19. Write the correct pronoun. He She

  Isabel is my friend.  is six.

 20. Circle the pronoun.

  George can ride a bike by himself.
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